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Shelley's"Mont Blanc"
By SPENCERHALL

extent to which "Mont Blanc" articulatesfomialpropositionsaboutthe natureand the objectsof the humanmind
makesthe poematypicalin Shelley'smaturework. Shelley,
however,apprehendsphilosophicalconceptssubjectively.In "Mont
theyrefer
Blanc" suchconceptsrepresentstatesof mindor perception;
continuallyto the underlyingpatternsof thoughtand feeling which
affordthem their imaginative,poetic life. Thus the poem, despite
the overtlytechnicalqualityof its speculations,has vital affinities
with some of Shelley's best and most characteristiclyrics. Like
" Hymn to IntellectualBeauty" and "Ode to the West Wind,"
"Mont Blanc" investigatesthe relationshipbetween the poet and
what the poet takesto be a primaluniversalPower. The natureof
and has often, I think, been misthis relationshipis problematical
understood.
THE

What sortof Poweris symbolizedby Mont Blanc? Recent critics
have tendedto see it as somekind of supematuralessence,available
to human consciousnessonly in privilegedstatesof apprehension;t
but theseinterpretations
do not reallyfit the skeptical,tentative,and
experientialquality of Shelley's thought. The Power in "Mont
absoluteof any kind,
Blanc" wouldappearto be, not a transcendental
but rathera hybridconceptmadeup by Shelleyout of diverse,even
incongruent,emotionsand ideas. The most importantof these are:
1 See

1959),

Press,

especially, Harold Bloom, Shelley's Mythmaking (Yale University Press,
pp. 1I-35 and Earl Wasserman, The Subtler Language (Johns Hopkins

1959),

pp.

I95-251.
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the immediateexperience of the Alpine scene as an overwhelm(I)
ing and mysteriousphysical presence (an experience also recordedin
the History of a Six Week's Tour and in the letters to Peacock of
the affrighted,yet awed and sublime, sense that this
July, I8I6)2;
(2)
overpoweringnatural force is potentially destructive of human existence; (3) a rationalisticview of Nature as a set of fixed and intelligible laws, affordingimportantmoral and social instruction to man;
and (4) certainphilosophicaldistinctionsbest representedperhapsby
three passagesfrom Shelley'sprose:
The word " power" expressesthe capabilityof anything to be or act. The human
mind never hesitates to annex the idea of power to any object of its experience.
To deny that " power " is the attributeof being is to deny that being can be.'
For when we use the words " principle,"" power,""cause," &c., we mean to express
no real being, but only to class under those terms a certain series of co-existing
phenomena.4

It is an axiom in mental philosophy that we can think of nothing which we have
not perceived. . .

.

But, it will be objected, the inhabitants of the various planets

of this and other solar systems, and the existence of a Power bearing the same
relation to all that we perceive and are, as what we call a cause does to what
we call effect, were never subjects of sensation, and yet the laws of mind almost
universally suggest . . . their existence. The reply is simple: these thoughts are
also to be included in the catalogueof existence; they are modes in which thoughts
are combined; the objection only adds power to the conclusion that beyond the
limits of perception and thought nothing can exist.'

But the sheer nature of Power is not the majorconcernof the poem,
for, as I shall try to show, the Power in " Mont Blanc" cannot be
'See especially Shelley's note on the poem in the History: "The poem entitled
'Mont Blanc' is written by the author of the two letters from Chamouni and
Vevai. It was composedunder the immediate impressionof the deep and powerful
feelings excited by the objects which it attempts to describe; and, as an undisciplined overflowing of the soul, rests its claims to approbationon an attempt to
imitate the untamablewildness and inaccessiblesolemnity from which those feelings
sprang.
The letters to Peacock attest in particularto Shelley's sense of being overwhelmed
by the power and grandeurof Nature: a feeling of inundation in "images" from
without which correspondsto the situation described in Part I of the poem. All
references to Shelley's letters will be to The Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley, ed.
FrederickL. Jones (Oxford, I964).
: "A Refutation of Deism," included
in Shelley's Prose, ed. David Lee Clark
(University of New Mexico Press, I954), p. 136.
4 " Essay on a Future State," Prose, p.
I77.
5

"Essayon Metaphysics,"
Prose,pp. 182-3.
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separated,as if it were an antecedentontologicalprinciple,fromthe
processof symbol-making
dramatized
in the work. It is this symbolic
activityof the imaginationwhich is primary.To be sure, the poetic
imaginationhas often been thought of as a "means of grace" in
" Mont Blanc" on the groundsthat the poet discoversit to be a
vehicleof transcendental
intuition,a meansof knowingand,perhaps,of
tappingnoumenalPower. It seemsto me, however,thatPoweris not
an ultimateessencewhich is intuited,but a conceptwhich is frankly
constructedand projectedby the poet. " Hence,"to quote Earl J.
Schulze,"it is necessaryto see that the intuitionof personalidentity
[in section two of the poem] anticipatesa symbolicprojectionof
Power[in the last threesections]ratherthan a piercingof 'distilled
essence."' 6

"Mont Blanc" doesnot merelyrecord,it enactsa processof mind
which originatesin the poet'sresponseto the naturalscene and culminatesin his attemptto discovermeaningin, or to imposeit on,
a seeminglyahumancosmos. The imaginationdoes indeed become
a " meansof grace" in "Mont Blanc,"but not in any supernatural
way. It is the agencyof an impassioned
andcreativeself-consciousness
that is Shelley'shumanisticapproximation
of theologicalgrace. This
"grace,"which both derivesfromand resultsin imaginativeacts of
perceptionand projection,constitutesfor Shelley his own-and by
extension,man's-uniquelyhumanidentityin a largelyalien natural
world.
II

The conceptualframework
of "Mont Blanc" becomesclearerwith
" Essayon Metaphysics"7-not because
studyof Shelley'sfragmentary
'Shelley's Theory of Poetry (The Hague, I966), p. 87.
' The definition of Power or ultimate Cause in this essay has already been
quoted in the text. The essay makes use of certain images which are strikingly
similar to those in Part I of the poem, thus suggesting, perhaps, a relationship in
Shelley's mind between the two works: "But thought can with difficulty visit the
intricate and winding chambers which it inhabits. It is like a river whose rapid
and perpetual stream flows outwards. . . . The caverns of the mind are obscure
and shadowy; or pervaded with lustre, beautfully bright indeed, but shining not
beyond their portals" (Prose, p. i86). Clark dates the "Essay on Metaphysics" in
the period between i8i2-5.
James Notopoulos dates part of the essay in the period
I8I5-6, part in the period I8I9-21
("The Dating of Shelley's Prose," PMLA
LVIII (1943),
484-6). My best guess is I8I5 or even early I8I6.
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the latter contains a philosophical key to the meaning of the poem,
but because it indicates certain ways in which Shelley tended to
think and feel. It shows us, for example, the interest in human
identity and the tendency to locate that identity in the workings
of the imagination,which are also present in the poem.
Metaphysics may be defined as the science of all that we know, feel, remember,
and believe inasmuch as our knowledge, sensations, memory, and faith constitute
the universe considered relatively to human identitv. . . . Most of the errors of
philosophershave arisen from consideringthe human being in a point of view too
detailed and circumscribed. He is not a moral and an intellectual-but also and
pre-eminentlyan imaginativebeing.'

The " Essay" recommends,furthermore,the same kind of radical
introspectiondramatizedin " Mont Blanc ":
Let me repeat that in the great study of ourselveswe ought resolutely to compel the
mind to a rigid examination of itself. Let us in the science which regards those
laws by which the mind acts, as well as in those which regard the laws by which
it is acted upon, severely collect those facts.'

Such an "examination" is obviously undertaken in the poem
when, " as in a trance sublime and strange,"Shelley turns " to muse
on my own separatefantasy,/ My own, my human mind " (11.35-7).
The result of such self-consciousness,in both the poem and the
essay, is an affirmationof the creativepowers of the mind made with
full awarenessof the extent to which the mind is dependent upon
impressionsfrom without.
The major source of Shelley's thought in the "Essay on Metaphysics" is Hume, with whose works, by the time of the composition
of " Mont Blanc " in i8I6, Shelley had alreadybeen long acquainted.
C. E. Pulos, identifiying Shelley's Power with Hume's skeptical con-

ceptionof Necessity,has objectedto I. J. Kapstein'searly and still
influentialreadingof " Mont Blanc " as a partiallyconfused statement
of materialism:
These lines [the final three in the poem, 142-4] do not express, as Mr. Kapstein
believes, a shift of attitude toward Necessity which disruptsthe unity of the poem.
Rather the lines bring to a suitable climax the scepticismpervading " Mont Blanc "
8 Prose,

pp. I85-6.
I85.

9Prose, p.
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as a whole; that Necessity is an unknown power and any conception of it must be
a fiction, a creation of the imagination."'

Shelleywas unquestionably
skepticalaboutfirstprinciples,and it
is probablytruethat "Mont Blanc" owesmoreto Hume than to any
of its other putative " sources"-Berkeley, Godwin, Holbach, Plato.

Yet somethingmore needs to be said about the relationbetween
Hume'sphilosophyandthe poet'sviewof the imagination.ForHume,
the ultimateunknowabilityof cause-effectrelationshipsrevealedthe
mentallimitationsof men; the fictionalcreationof causalconcepts
betrayedthe relianceof the humanmind on habit and hypothesis,
insteadof on firm,rationalprinciplesof evidence. The conceptof
Necessitywas merelythe productof custom,with which the philosopher associatedthe notion of a "regularizingimagination."The
imagination,accordingto Hume (whose work containsat least two
differenttheoriesaboutit), specificallylacksthe capacityto produce
belief:
And in philosophy, we can go no farther than assert, that belief is something felt
by the mind, which distinguishes the ideas of the judgement from
nthe fictions of
the imagination."'

Thus the freedomto constructnew formiswhich Hume grantsto
the imagination,while undoubtedlyinfluencingShelley'sthoughtand
proseexpression,has an entirelydifferentmeaningfromthe " romantic" celebrationof that facultyin "Mont Blanc." Shelley picks up
what is subordinateand trivialin Hume'sepistemology,transforming
it into what is essentialin his own deepestview. The "suitable
climax"containedin PartV of the poemdoesnot consistin a pervasive skepticismabout the fictionsof the imagination,but ratherin
an affirmation
of, and commitmentto, its creativepower: "Andwhat
were thou, and earth,and stars,and sea,/ If to the human mind's
imaginings/ Silenceand solitudewerevacancy?"( 1142-4).
"0The Deep Truth: A Study of Shelley's Scepticism (University of Nebraska
Press, I962), p. 66. Italics mine.
11An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, Part II, par. 3. On Hume's
attributionof freedom to the imagination, see Part II, par. x: "Nothing is more
free than the imagination of man; and though it cannot exceed that original stock
of ideas furnished by the internal and external senses, it has unlimited power of
mixing, compounding,separating,and dividing these ideas, in all the varietiesof fiction and vision."
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III

There are some final distinctionsto be made concerning the nature
of Shelley's vision in "Mont Blanc," the failure to make which
has led to misunderstandingboth of the poem and of its place in
Shelley'sdevelopment. Like much of Shelley'spoetry, " Mont Blanc "
is not a totally unified work, either fornally or conceptually. One
reason is that its view of the imagination, although certainly celebrative, fails to be broadlysynthetic. Specifically, there is a disjunction
between imaginative activity and other kinds of human value. ITis
disjunction, as a brief summary will suggest, helps to explain the
obvious tonal and conceptualdifferencesbetween Parts I-II and Parts

III-Vof the poem.
The " still cave of the witch Poesy" (1. 44) in Part II is a resting
place (1. 42) to which the mind momentarilyescapes from the " unremittinginterchange" (1. 39) of sense experienceand where it asserts
its freedom by actively " seeking" (1. 45)-which is to say, creatingimages and symbols. A similardistinctionbetween " thought,"which
is determined from without by " the secret Strength of things" (11.
I39-40),
and " the human mind'simaginings" (1. I43), which seem to
represent an autonomousand symbolic activity of mind, is made in
the final lines of the poem. Broadlyspeaking,then, " Mont Blanc " distinguishes two modes of consciousness: the one predominantlydetermined by " the clear universe of things around" (1. 40); the other,
describedby Shelley as poetic and imaginative, of a freer, more active kind. It is the latter which, in the logic of the poem, both provokes an awarenessof, and esentiallyconstituteshuman identity in, an
alien naturalenvironment.
The disjunction arises when, in Parts III and IV, Shelley seeks
to broaden the implications of his imaginative experience, moving
from the processof symbolmaking, by which he assertsself-consciousness and identity, to questions of moral and social valuation. In A
Defence of Poetry the imagination is said to have "for its objects
those forms which are common to universal nature and existence itself" and to be the agency of the "perception of the value" of
" qualities alreadyknown."12 In " Mont Blanc,"however, the percep12

Prose, p. 277.
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tionsof valueandof universalorder(the "but forsuchfaith" passage
of Part III and the portrayalof naturalcycle and of unity in multiplicityin PartIV) are closerto Godwin'sconceptof "foresight""the capacityof man'sreasonto become,as it were, an impartial
spectatorof the universalorder" 13-than to the powerof imagination
celebratedin PartsII and V.
In Shelley'slaterthought,distinctionsbetweenmoral,intellectual,
social,and imaginativeare largelydissolvedand the intuitiveaspects
of Godwinianreasonaresubsumedunderthepowerof imagination
both
to perceiveand to createa radicalorderof beautyin humanexperience. This is not true in "Mont Blanc,"however,and its problematicaltreatmentof the questionof value even separatesthe poem
fundamentallyfrom its companionode, "Hymn to Intellectual
Beauty."
"MontBlanc" is a difficult,sometimesobscurepoem. But it is
alsoextremelypowerfulandmanifestlyimportant,a poemwhosevery
difficultiesdefine its meaning as a transitionalwork in Shelley's
poeticlife. "MontBlanc" looksforwardto the monumentalimaginative synthesisof PrometheusUnbound,while it revealsat the same
time the still not whollyintegratedelementsof Shelley'srationalistic
heritage. As we turn now to the text, space will make a comprehensivereadingimpossible.Attentionwill be paid,however,to all of
the interpretivecruxesin the poem.
IV

There is a "deliberateblurringof tenor and vehicle" in Wordsworth'snatureimagery,whichis meant,accordingto HerbertLindenberger,to demonstratethe vital " interactionof man and Nature,"
the "one Life" subsistingbetween them.14In Part I of "Mont
Blanc" there is also a blurringof vehicle and tenor, of inner and
outer,but the effectat which Shelleyaimsis quitedifferent."'
18 Ross Woodman, The
Apocalyptic Vision in the Poetry of Shelley (University
of Toronto Press, I964), P. 8. I am indebted to Woodman's discussion of the intuitive capabilityof reason in Godwin's theory, although I disagreewith his application of this theory to Shelley's poem.
1' On Wordsworth's"Prelude" (Princeton University Press, I963),
pp. 89-90.
5 Unlike F. R. Leavis in his notorious essay on Shelley, I take this "blurring"
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The everlasting universe of things
Flows throughthe mind, and rolls its rapid waves,
Now dark-now glittering-now reflecting gloomNow lending splendour,where from secret springs
The source of human thought its tribute brings
Of waters,-with a sound but half its own,
Such as a feeble brook will oft assume
In the woods, among the mountains lone,
Where waterfalls around it leap for ever,
Where woods and winds contend, and a vast river
Over its rocks ceaselessly bursts and raves. (11. i-iI)

The "feeble brook" (1. 7) of the mind and the "vast river" (1.
of " things" interact, but they are by no means Wordsworthian
" kindredstreams } 16which flow together, losing themselves in living
unity. There is no Coleridgean "one Life " in " Mont Blanc" to
provide the grounds for union. The only primal unity is that provided by naturalisticPower, and it is Shelley's intention in the poem
to dissociate himself-his mind and human identity-from the compulsion of this external force. Even within the perceiving mind and
in the act of perception itself, the " everlasting universe of things "
(1. i) maintains its own separate identity, a separateness complemented by that of "the source of human thought" (1. 5). Percept
and perceptionremain distinct even while they interact. (" Human "
in line 5 should be read with reference to Shelley's humanistic
interest in man's identity, and not as a narrowly-and redundantlyepistemological term.)
The implications of the imagery seem clear. Shelley suggests a
"compromisetheory of knowledge'1 17 in which he pictures the mind
IO)

in Part I of " Mont Blanc " to be the result of an intelligible poetic strategy,not of
mental confusion. One aspect of Shelley's intention would seem to be to " parody"
Wordsworth,whose doctine of man-Nature relationshiphe had been preaching to
Byron only a week or two before writing the poem. See, for example, lines Ioo-2
in "Tintern Abbey": "a motion and spirit, that impels/All things, all objects
of all thought,/And rolls through all things."
"8See The Prelude, I850 version, VI, 742-6: " what'ever/I saw, or heard, or
felt, was but a stream/ That flowed into a kindred stream; a gale / Confederate
with the currentof the soul, / To speed my voyage." The water image in Shelley's
lines may be seen as a prefigurementof the lyre image by which Shelley represents
the mind in A Defence of Poetry. The lyre's music is not only the product of the
blowing of the wind, but of an internal principle as well.
" Charles Vivian, "The One 'Mont Blanc'," KSJ, IV
(1955), 157. Vivian
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both as passively influenced by the external world and as making
its own independent contributionsto consciousness. The imagery is
quite explicit, however, in attributingdominance to the " universe of
things." The " feeble brook" is tributaryto (1. 5) the " vast river ";
its sound is " but half its own " (1. 6). Metaphorically (in relation
to the larger metaphoricalstructureof Parts I and II), Shelley suggests at the outset that same threatof inundation in the uncontrollable
motion of things which culminates in the Jobean accents of Part IV.
Yet, at the same time, Part I intimates a mode of mental activity
quite different from that proposed so far. As the first word of Part
II (" Thus ") makes clear, Part I is the initial element in an elaborate
metaphoricalstructure. Implicit in the " meaning" of Part I, therefore, is the imaginative freedom inherent in the act of metaphor
itself, the freedom through which Shelley transformshis physical
view of the River and the Ravine (vehicle) into an image of the
flow of sense impressionsthrough the human mind (tenor). While
the metaphor itself does not become explicit until the first word of
Part II, the process of metaphor-makingis implicit in Part I in the
very selection of natural images-images, to borrow Harold Bloom's
term, which are "looted" from the actual scene portrayed in Part
IV"18 In Part II, moreover, the poetic act of "making" becomes an

explicit subject of the poem.
v

The major critical misconceptionabout Part II of "Mont Blanc,"
given currency in different ways by Bloom and Earl Wasserman,
can be traced to a note in C. D. Locock'sedition of Shelley's poems.
A clear understandingof the opening section is necessary for the comprehension
of the stupendous second section. . . . In the first section Shelley compares three
physical phenomena with three metaphysicalconceptions:The Ravine, correspondingwith the universal mind.
(i)
The Arve, correspondingwith the everlastingUniverse of Things.
(2)
(3) The feeble brook, correspondingwith individual human mind, which borrows
its inspiration from the everlasting Universe. This last is the idea developed
in the next section."'
is mistaken, I think, in holding that the mind and things are portrayedby Shelley
as equal in their contributions.
18 Bloom, p. 23.
' C. D. Locock,ed., The Poems of Percy Bysshe SheUey (London, 19II), II, 489.
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Locock proposesa precision of metaphoricalequivalents and a philosophical orientationthat cannot be found in the poem. On the one
hand, the notion of a One or Universal Mind, fleetingly and ambiguously present in " The Daemon of the World " and the " Essay
on Life," is simply irrelevantto " Mont Blanc." Critics have persisted
in reading this idea into the poem; tlley have not discoveredit there.
On the other hand, Shelley must be allowed the freedom to explore,
and then to drop or to hold in abeyance, the implicationsof his descriptive details without systematizing them in a manner foreign to
the method of the poem. Specifically, the River and the Ravine in
Part II should not be " allegorized" as a consistent symbol of mind.
They provide an analogy to one aspect of mind, and that analogy,
after surfacing in the " thus'" of line i2, is quickly submerged,to be
called forth again in line 34, where it introducesShelley's meditation
on " [his] own, [his] human mind."
Meanwhile, in lines I 5-9, Shelley begins to view the " awful scene"
before him as what it is, an instance of naturalforce. Upon this scene
he projectsa personifiedPower, describingit in a favorite image connoting strength, energy, and sublimity, the image of lightning bursting through darkness:
...

awful scene,

Where Power in likeness of the Arve comes down
From the ice-gulfs that gird his secret throne,
Bursting through these dark mountains like the flame
Of lightning through the tempest.

One understandshow such lines could provoke critical speculation
concerning immanence and transcendence, flux and etemality. As
frequently in Shelley'spoetry,however, what may appearto be philosophical concept turns out to be metaphorical,an expression of the
poet's attitude and response instead of a statement about the nature
of reality.
The poet'sattitudeis furtherrevealedin lines I9-29, in which
Shelley structuresa witty pattern of imagery connoting religious experience. Power comes down from " his secret throne" " in likeness
of the Arve" and the Ravine makes its obeisance. Shelley's verbal
"wit," as Newell Ford has shown, is a complex and importantsub-
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ject.20 In the present case, it expresses a way of seeing and feeling
as the poet manifests his sense of the grandeur of the natural scene
in the imageryof religious worship. In lines I9-29, he is particularly
struck by the everlastingness(" children of elder time," " still come
and ever came, an old and solemn harmony,"11.2 I-4) and by the
mysteryof the Ravine:
Thine earthyrainbowsstretchedacrossthe sweep
Of the aetherealwaterfall,whoseveil
Robessomeunsculptured
image;the strangesleep
Which when the voicesof the desertfail
Wrapall in its own deepetemity. . . . (11. 25-9)

With lines 30-3, however, he returnsto what is deepest in his response
to the Ravine landscape: a sense of Nature's uncontrollable power,
conveyed, as elsewhere in the poem, by an appeal to the ear.
Thy cavemsechoingto the Arve'scommotion,
A loud,lone soundno othersoundcan tame;
Thou artpervadedwith thatceaselessmotion,
Thou art the path of that unrestingsound.

In Part III, Shelley will try to glean human relevance from his
view of the glacial ice-flows around Mont Blanc. His attempt will
meet with partial success only; Nature's everlastingness and power
will be seen as a threat to man. In Part II, however, the threat to
human value is put out of mind by an assertionof human identity,
an identity grounded in the workings of the poetic imagination. The
suppressedanalogyof line I2 reassertsitself in line 34. Shelley's subject becomes thought itself, and the natural landscape is reduced to
an object and a metaphorof mind.
Dizzy Ravine!and when I gaze on thee
I seem as in a trancesublimeand strange
To muse on my own separatefantasy,
My own, my humanmind, which passively
Now rendersand receivesfast influencings,
Holdingan unremittinginterchange
With the clearuniverseof thingsaround;
One legion of wild thoughts,whose wanderingwings
20 See especially, "Paradox and Irony in Shelley's Poetry," SP, LVII
648-62, and "The Wit in Shelley's Poetry," SEL, I (I96I).

(I960),

2IO
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Now float above thy darkness,and now rest
Where that or thou art no unbidden guest,
In the still cave of the witch Poesy,
Seeking among the shadows that pass byGhosts of all things that are-some shade of thee,
Some phantom, some faint image; till the breast
From which they fled recalls them, thou art there! (11. 34-48)21

In musing thus upon his own mind, Shelley seems to recognizetwo
distinct states of consciousness: the more ordinary,empiricalstate in
which the mind " passively/ Now renders and receives fast influencings, / Holding an unremittinginterchange/ With the clear universe
of things around,"22 and an extraordinarystate, associatedwith poetic
activity, in which the mind " float[s] above" its own empirical basis
and submits the " universe of things " to selective and creative processes which are inherently its own. The " legion " is presumablythe
highly excited state of Shelley's mind during his trance, as his " wild
thoughts" alternatively"float above" the darknessof the Ravine and
"rest . . . / In the still cave of the witch Poesy."23 (Unlike line 38,
both the "now's " in line 42 are to be read temporally,as referring
to the state of trance: now, during this " trancesublime and strange.")
" Thou " (11.43, 48) is the Ravine; and the most logical antecedent
for " that " in line 43 is " darkness" in line 42, although most commentatorshave agreed upon "one legion " in line 4I.24
Si

I follow Locockin placing a dash after " by " in line 45, thus putting " Ghosts"

(1. 46) in apposition with "shadows" (1. 45).
22 The term "passively" as applied to the verb

"renders" has puzzled critics.
It is most often explained by analogy with Shelley's recurrentimage of the aeolian
lyre, which involuntarilygives back sound to the impulse of the wind. See also
the Notes to " Queen Mab " where Shelley speaks of the mind as being " passive,
or involuntarilyactive." PoeticalWorks, ed. Thomas Hutchinson (Oxford University
Press, I905), p. 8I4. The "interchange" itself is determined,although the mind
in the act of interchangehas both its active and passive phases.
2 For Wasserman,p. 85, the "cave of the witch Poesy" (1. 44) representsthe
ordinary,empiricalmode of the human mind: "This cave is explicitly not 'above'
the ' darkness,' but in the dark experiential world below.

. .

." I do not see that

Shelley "explicitly " locates the cave in the Ravine, nor do I think that he would
have used the highly evocative " witch Poesy" to indicate any ordinary kind of
mental experience. The term "witch " looks forward perhaps to the Witch of
Atlas who also lives in a cave, who exercises control over natural forms, and who
is often identified with the imagination or poetry. See especially stanzas 2-26 of
"The Witch of Atlas."
Vivian, KSJ, IV, 6o, is, to my knowledge, the only exception.
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It is impossibleto be sure about the difference,if any, between
the "shadows,""ghosts,"" shade[s]," " phantom[s],"and " image[s] "
in lines 45-7. It is best, perhaps, to view them all as antecedents of
"they " in line 48, that is, as sense impressionsin the processof modification by the imaginationand latent in Shelley's " breast" (1. 48) until entering into the activityof the poetic moment. The word " breast"
is probablymeant to indicate that poetic creationis allied to emotional
states, an alliance whose relevance to " Mont Blanc" is attested by
Shelley's note to the poem and by his letters to Peacock.
Although the difficultiesof this passage defy final resolution, one
point seems to emerge with some clarity. The mode and the meaning
of Shelley's perceptions alter radically when he portrayshimself as
transcendingthe empirical" interchange" of mind and things to meet
the Ravine of Arve in poetic confrontation. The essential lesson
taught by this confrontation is a self-conscious awareness of the
autonomy of the human mind. This lesson is epitomized by the
imaginative "relocation" of the Ravine in the poetic consciousness.
" There " in line 48 refers to the " cave of the witch Poesy," and the
inflection of the final phrase of Part II, " thou art there," helps to
clarify the meaning of the whole. " There," not " thou," should, I
think, take the stress; the emphasis should fall, that is, upon the
imaginative powers of Shelley's mind which have the capacity to
internalize and to recreate a natural landscape which threatened at
first to overwhelm it. The mind is, Shelley has affirmed with an
emotional and metaphoricalintensity "not unallied to madness,"25
its own place after all.
VI

For the student interestedin the phenomenologyof Shelley's mind,
there are few more salient passages than Part III of " Mont Blanc."
In Part III, the poet characteristicallyattempts to relate his intense
personal experience to patterns of general belief, thus forging a link
between the truth of private vision and larger schemes of human
value. This can be seen in the less personal, if still impassioned,
tone; in the clearer syntax; and in the greater reliance upon con25Letters, I, 497-
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ceptual statement-all of which mark Parts III-V. Like Wordsworth
in The Prelude, Shelley turns to a " more universal, time-honored
mode of language" 26 in order to elicit philosophical and moral conclusions from his Alpine experience.
In the opening lines, Shelley suggeststhe quality of his own psychic
condition by referenceto a broadlyunderstoodconvention of mystical
experience, a convention to which he rather unceremoniouslycalls
the reader'sattention at the outset:
Some say that gleams of a remoterworld
Visit the soul in sleep,-that death is slumber,
And that its shapes the busy thoughts outnumber
Of those who wake and live.-I look on high;
Has some unknown omnipotence upfurled
The veil of life and death? or do I lie
In dream, and does the mightier world of sleep
Spread far around and inaccessibly
Its circles? For the very spirit fails,
Driven like a homeless cloud from steep to steep
That vanishes among the viewless gales! (11. 49-59)2

One thing needs to be made very clear about this passage. It is not
an assertion of a supernaturalist or Platonic metaphysic. The first
two words, "some say," not only indicate the skeptical tenor of the
poem as a whole but define in particularthe conventionalizedaspects
of Parts III and IV. The grammaticallogic of "For" in line 57
clinches the point: the experiential condition to be explained is
Shelley's feelings of overwhelming awe as he "look[s] on high."
The speculation on sleep and death has been a means of rendering
that sense of awe in the face of the natural sublime; it has not been
a statement of faith in some noumenal world (although the poet's
interest, and even his desire to believe, in such a world may be implicit). In " Mont Blanc," as in much of Shelley's poetry, we need
to see the Platonic, transcendental,and supernaturalisttonalities as
expressing experiential states of being or desire.
The simile in lines 58-9 providesthe basis for the majorsymbolism
of the poem by fusing Shelley's sense of "ultimate" psychic exLindenberger, p. 35.
"II accept James Thomson's emendation of " upfurled" for "unfurled" in line
53 as obviously in accord with Shelley's intention.
28
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perience with the "ultimate" natural formnin the landscape. As
we follow the " homeless" cloud upwardsto its vanishing point, there
at the boundaryof visualizationstands Mont Blanc:
Far,far above,piercingthe infinitesky,
Mont Blancappears,-still,snowy,and serene-.(II.6o-I)

By a kind of reflex action, Shelley endows the mountain with the
feeling of "unknown omnipotence" (1. 53) which entered his own
consciousness in lines 49-59. The transference is heightened by a
contrast: while Shelley is " driven" by the intensity of his experience,
Mont Blanc possesses the equipoise which the poet feels to be the
final attributeof Power, whether naturalisticor mental.28
The visualization is essential. The natural scene must remain
Shelley'spoint of reference,and " viewlessness" (a kind of " vacancy,"
1. I44) must be countered; for to escape the possibilities of visual
or imaginalrepresentationwould be to renderuseless the very creative
powers of the human mind which it is the intent of the poem to
celebrate. As suggested by an interesting verbal pattern, Shelley's
skeptical allusion to supernatural intuition-"gleams of a remoter
world" (1. 49, my italics)-must be renderedin terms of the physical
landscape, becoming identified first with the "restless gleam" (L
I2I)
of the River Arve and, finally, with the tranquil majesty of
Blanc itself: "Mont Blanc yet gleams on high:-the power is there"
(1.

127).29

But with the appearanceof Mont Blanc to Shelley's bodily eye,
there is an all-importantchange in tone. In adopting this focus,
Shelley adopts also the role of rationalisticphilosopherwhich he had
28 See Shelley's remark to Godwin about his own poetry: "Yet after all, I
cannot but be conscious in much of what I write of an absence of that tranquillity
which is the attribute & accompanimentof power." Letters, I, 578. As suggested
by the repetition of the adjectives "serene" and "solemn" in lines 61, 78, 97,
and I28 respectively,Shelley would ultimately like to identify his own consciousness,
as in the " Hymn to Necessity " in " Queen Mab," with the calm tranquillitywhich
he ascribes to universal Power. The extent to which this subjective element is
present in the ostensibly " scientific" pronouncementsof Godwin, Holbach, et al.
about the tranquillityof Power would make a fascinating study, though beyond my
scope here.
29 Wasserman, p. 234, was the first to note this verbal repetition, although he
interpretsit quite differently.
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assumed in " Queen Mab," although it is qualified now by a kind of
Old Testament awe in the presence of physical force, as well as by
a good deal of the theatricalityoften connected with the eighteenthcentury sublime: the pleasing fear associatedwith the contemplation
of Nature's vastnessand deathful power.30
There is a frightening irony in the contrastbetween the ethereal
" shapes" of death in line 5 I and the " shapes" of the deadly glaciers
in line 70-glaciers referred to later, in a grim biblical parody, as a
"'city of death " (1. 105). As in the conclusion of "Alastor,"the
physical realityof death and desolationchallenges the mystical deathyearnings of the human spirit. Perhaps the best gloss to lines 62-75
of Part III, and to much of Part IV, is a passage from the letters to
Peacock:
Do you who assert the supremacyof Ahriman [the Zoroastriangod of evil] imagine
him throned among these desolating snows, among these palaces of death and
frost, sculpturedin this their terriblemagnificenceby the unsparinghand of necessity,
& that he casts around him as the first essays of his final usurpation avalanches,
torrents,rocks & thunders-and above all, these deadly glaciers at once the proofs
& the symbols of his reign.-Add to this the degradationof the human species,
who in these regions are half deformed or idiotic & all of whom are deprived
of anything that can excite interest & admiration. This is a part of the subject
more mournful & less sublime;-but such as neither the poet nor the philosopher
should disdain.3'

After such knowledge, what redemption? In the final lines of
Part III Shelley, in the tradition of the philosophes, seeks to elicit
social, moral,and philosophicallessons from the Alpine scene in order
to reconcileman and Nature.
The wildemess has a mysterioustongue
Which teaches awful doubt, or faith so mild,
So solemn, so serene, that man may be,
But for such faith, with nature reconciled;
Thou hast a voice, great Mountain, to repeal
Large codes of fraud and woe; not understood
By all, but which the wise, and great, and good
Interpret, or make felt, or deeply feel. (11. 76-83)
30 See Shelley's remarkson Buffon's "sublimebut gloomy theory"
conceming the
end of the world in another ice-age. Letters, I} 499.
3"Letters,I, 499
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The "awful doubt" taught by the wildernessis plain enough; it
refersto the difficultyof believingin the moralpurposiveness,or
even concem,of Naturefor man. The phrase"but for such faith"
hasbecomethe mostfamouscruxin the poem. I interpretits meaning
in accordancewith the variantreadingin the BoscombeMS: "that
man maybe, in such a faith, with naturereconciled"(my italics).32
The spiritof thisreconciliation,
a "faith" mild,solemn,andserene,
would seem to derivefrom Shelley'sacquaintancewith the doctrine
of Necessity. "A Necessarian,"
ShelleyechoesGodwinin the Notes
to "Queen Mab,""lookswith an elevatedand dreadlesscomposure
upon the linksin the universalchainas they passbeforehis eyes."33
Upon the veryindifferenceof Necessityto specificallyhumanwelfare,
such thinkersas Holbachhad basedtheir skeptical" faiths." If the
ultimatePowerin the universeis neithergood nor evil (in human
terms)but simplyis, thenthe corruptions
of humangovernmentbased
upon false appealsto that Power-"largecodesof fraudand woe "
might be repealedby those who "interpret,or make felt, or deeply
feel " the truth.
This, then, is one way of lookingat a mountain. Beginningin a
privatereveryanalogousto mysticalstatesof being (but renderedin
a generalizedvocabulary),Part III seeks to naturalizeand then to
rationalizethat subjectiveexperience-bydissolvingit in the external
landscapewhichwasits immediatestimulusandthenby elicitingfrom
that landscapea public philosophywith moral and social consequences. For Shelley,nurturedin the climateof eighteenth-century
libertarianthought,Mont Blanc as a voice of humanitarianreform
held an undeniableattractionand providedone way of reconciling
man and Nature.
Ultimately,however,this way is insufficient.Part III reconciles
man to Nature in the termsof the philosopher,not in those of the
imaginativepoet-and thus, for Shelley, not in essentiallyhuman
32Several attemptshave been made to bring the published version into alignment
with the MS by interpreting"but for such faith " to mean " for the sake of such
faith alone." The latter phrase belongs to Joan Rees, "'But for such faith.' A
Shelley Crux," RES, XV(I964), I85. Miss Rees was preceededin this construction
of the line by Rossetti in the last century and by Vivian and Wasserman in this.
33Poetical Works, p. 8I x.
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terms. For man, as Shelley says in the " Essay on Metaphysics,"" is
not a moral and an intellectual-but also and pre-eminently an
imaginative being." Social and moral lessons may be taught and
learned in the hope that " large codes of fraud and woe " (1. 8i) will
be repealed;but this is far removed from the intense confrontation
of mind and natural scene which we have observed in Parts I and
II and will observe again, although in an altered, more generalized
tone, in Part V.
In that confrontation,it is the nature of human subjectivity, not
the inculcation of moral doctrine, the voice of poetic experience, not
that of philosophicalconvention,which is operative. These two voices
are present, more or less and in varying degrees of assimilation, in
most of Shelley's major poetry;and they are present, in a state of at
least partial disequilibrium, in "Mont Blanc." Critical recognition
and interpretationof this disjunctionseem long overdue.
VII

Part IV may be divided into three sections. The first fourteen lines
(section one), which curiously resemble a kind of sonnet structure
(the "octave" dealing with natural forms and the "sestet" introducing the " works and ways of man," 1. 92), constitute one of the
finest reflectivepassagesever written by Shelley. Their subject is the
unending cycle of naturallife: "All things that move and breathewith
toil and sound / Are born and die; revolve, subside, and swell" (11.
94-5). In obvious contrastto this continuous process, the "couplet"
of these fourteen lines opposes,with magisterialeconomy, the concept
of Power, dwelling apart "in its tranquillity,/ Remote, serene, and
inaccessible" (11.96-7).
Despite their impressive phrasing and solemn rhythms, however,
these lines point up a fundamentalproblem of symbolismin Part IV
(and, to some extent, in Part V). This Power, "remote, serene, and
inaccessible,"is clearly referableto Shelley's visual experience in Part
III when he sees Mont Blanc "still, snowy, and serene" (1. 6i),
above the dreadful "activity" of its "subject mountains" (1. 62).
(The explicit fusion of percept and concept is delayed until Part V.)
As long as Shelley works within the frameworkof imagery imposed
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by the natural scene before him, Mont Blanc functions adequately
as an image of Power: the River Arve flows down from it (see line
i6, " Power in likeness of the Arve") and the continuum of destruction and creation visualized in sections two and three of Part IV has
its source in the ever-falling snow upon its summit.34 There is, in
short, a literal basis for Mont Blanc's symbolic role.
When, however, in the opening lines of Part IV, Shelley universalizeshis frame of reference, this basis is lost. Mont Blanc, itself
a naturalform, can in no physical way be thought of as the source or
principleof " the fields, the lakes, the forests,and the streams,/ Ocean,
and all the living things that dwell / Within the daedal earth" (11.
84-6). It seems clear, in other words, that the concept of Power suggested in Part IV still appertainsto the specific natural landscape of
Ravine, River, and Mountain; and that this latter, more abstractuse
of the concept is in part confusing and confused. As I pointed out
earlier, Shelley does not entirely succeed in synthesizing imaginative
experience and philosophical convention. One result is a dislocation
in the symbolismof the poem.
In contrast to " the daedal earth" of line 86, the phrase, "the
naked countenance of earth" in line 98, warns us that the second
section of Part IV (11. 98-I26) will deal with a starker,more somber
truth than the fact of natural cycle. Nature's apparent hostility is
feelingly portrayed: like snakes, glaciers slowly stalk their prey, and
the elements, " in scorn of mortal power,"contrive a " flood of ruin "
Appropriatelyenough, the point is driven home in lan(11. I00-5).
guage reminiscentof Job'scomplaint, the prototypicallament of man
oppressed by oblivious Power:
The race
Of man flies far in dread;his workand dwelling
Vanish, like smokebefore the tempest'sstream,
And their place is not known. (11. I17-20)

The case for "awful doubt" (1. 77) could hardly be put more
strongly. Still, the case for solemn " faith" (1. 77) finds expression
too, based most probablyupon the necessitariandoctrine of indifference. Power, known to the bodily eye only through its effects, is not
34 See

Letters, I, 499, for Shelley's remarkson this phenomenon.
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hostile, merelyindifferent;if it destroys,it also creates-bothwith
equalinsensibility.In the thirdsectionof partIV (11.i2o-6), therefore, Shelley gives us an imageof creationand ongoinglife. The
"floodof ruin" becomes
one majestic River,
The breath and blood of distant lands, [which] for ever
Rolls its loud waters to the ocean-waves,
Breathesits swift vapoursto the circling air. (11. I23-6; my itaics)

The verb"rolls" (1. I25) directsus backto the ruinousfloodof line
IO9 (and to the "'everlasting
universeof things" in lines I-z), as
Shelley characteristically
emphasizeshis meaningby verbalechoes.
Althoughdestructionis "perpetual"(1. IO9), creationis also "for
ever" (1. 124), since both are aspects of the etemal (temporally unending) Power which abides in its tranquillity.
Critics have generally agreed that this recognition of the creative

aspectof Poweris of substantialimportanceto the affirmation
contained in the poem. I do not believe that it is. Rhetorically,the
forceof Shelley'sverseis all on the sideof the destructive,threatening
elementsin the naturalscene. Conceptually,the necessitarian
notion
of indifferenceis a negativevalueonly. Indeed,the destructiveaspects
of natureare the very ones which must be stressedif that negative
valueis to be accomplished,
forits substanceis the humblingof man's
pridethroughthe recognitionof non-humannaturalforce: "in scorn
of mortal power " (1. 0I 3).

That the "faith" achievedon this rationalisticlevel of Shelley's
thought is insufficientto accountfor the tone of the poem need

hardly be insisted upon. The poem's deepest affirmation,its truest
reconciliation(although " reconciliation" is not finally the best word
for what Shelley means) of man and Nature, is a matter of the
"human mind's imaginings," not of the rational or philosophical
mind and still less of belief in any specific ontology or metaphysic.
While the imperativeof both the Old Testament and the necessitarian
overtones is the subjection of man to Nature, the imperative of the
poem is to affirmthe creativeself-consciousness,and thereforeidentity,
of the human mind. Shelley is a humanist of the imagination, and
it is this humanistic faith which " Mont Blanc " is basically meant
to celebrate.
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VIII

In Part V, Shelley completes the process of symbol-makingwhich
organizes the poem. The idea of Power personified in Parts II and
IV is now fused with the perceptionof Mont Blanc recordedin Part
III:
Mont Blanc yet gleams on high:-the power is there,
The still and solemn power of many sights,
And many sounds, and much of life and death. (11.

127-9)

Mont Blanc becomes a symbol of " the secret Strength of things /
Which govems thought, and to the infinite dome / Of Heaven is as a
law " (11. I 39-4 I). That this symbol-makingis the product of autonomous and creativemodes of mental action, not of sense experience,nor
of philosophical abstraction,is suggested by Shelley's use of auditory
and visual images. The activity on the mountain's summit is available to the imagination only. "None beholds" (1. I32) it with the
bodily eye; its processes are silent to the physical ear: "silendty"
(1. 135), "silently" (1. 136), "voiceless" (1. I37), "silence" (1.
'44).

Dramaticallyspeaking, the rhetoricalquestion with which " Mont
Blanc" ends may be abrupt, but it is not anti-climactic.
And what were thou, and earth, and stars, and sea,
If to the human mind's imaginings
Silence and solitude were vacancy? (11. 142-4)

As other critics have made clear, " thou " refers to the literal, physical
mountain, not to the "secret Strength of things" (1. I39) of which
Shelley makesit a symbol. Similarly,the "human mind's imaginings"
are different in kind from the governed "thought " of line 140, just
as in Part II poetic creation is different from the largely deterministic, empirical mode of perception imaged by the River and Ravine.
The adjective " human " in line 143, as before in lines 5 and 37,
bears a specific burden of humanistic assertion. Like old Chaos, the
non-human" vacancy" of the physical world yawns hungrily;only the
creativepower of the mind to make "silence and solitude" into symbols
and thus to relateman and Nature "bars the pit " (toborrowDemogorgon's famous words) " over Destruction'sstrength." The poem itself
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originatesin and continuallyrefersus back,implicitlyand explicitly,
to this type of creative,poetic subjectivity.The structureof the
poem-from the perceptionof "Powerin likenessof the Arve" in
Part II; to the visionof Mont Blanc,"still, snowy,and serene,"in
Part III; to the statementabout Power, "remote,serene, and inin PartIV; to the symbolicidentificationof Mont Blanc
accessible,"
with Powerin PartV-enacts in a broadand complexway the very
kindof imaginativeprocesscelebratedin the finalthreelines. If these
lines have appearedcontradictory
to some,perhapsit is becausethey
haveconcentrated
theirattentionupona pointin betweenthe poem's
centerand its circumference.They have been too involvedto see its
broadestoutlines,too detachedto perceiveits internalorganization.
Ix

Speakingof the descriptive
andmetaphorical
usesof naturein nineteenth-century
poetry,BasilWilley makesthis useful statement:
We need to impose coherence, order or significance upon the flux of experience,
and whatever in metaphor, allegory or world-picturesuggests a unity, discerns or
creates connexions, implies a pattern or a linkage where before there seemed mere
meaningless disconnection-whateverdoes this gives relief and a sense of mastery.33

The structureof imageryin PartIV of " Mont Blanc,"whichis based
upon the philosophicalspeculationcontainedat the end of Part III,
doesimposea coherent"world-picture."
But the conceptual(in this
casenecessitarian)implicationsof that "picture" (like, to an extent,
the conceptualknowledgerevealedin Ianthe's"poetic" vision in
"Queen Mab") are at oddswith the veryexperienceof imaginative
creationandperceptionwhichmakesthat"picture" possibleto begin
with.
As Willey sayselsewhere,therewas a tendencyin the earlynineteenthcentury,producedby the scientificmovement,"to regardall
translations
of picture-thinking
into conceptandlaw as closerapproximationsto truth."36 Shelley,of course,was greatlyinfluencedby this
impulse towards scientific abstraction,and this tendency is only imperfectly reconciled in " Mont Blanc" with a poetic and experiential
35More Nineteenth Century Studies (New York,
36Nineteenth Century Studies, p. i i8.

I966),
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faith in the powersof the human imagination.A criticalproblem
arises,therefore,insofaras Shelley allows (or invites) us to understand Power in the poem as an independentontologicalreality,
insteadof as a symbolicprojectionwhich cannotbe separatedfrom
the self-consciousactivityof the poet'smind. The existenceof this
problemimpliesa good deal aboutthe natureof Shelley'sthought.
It is a stumblingblockwhichshouldbe honestlyfaced,not disregarded
in the serviceof a speciousunity.
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